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Heidegger, the greatest 20th century thinker, once said, “every doctrine is a 
misunderstanding and killing of history.” Foucault is just opposed to the “doctrinal” 
view of history, whose thought about history is more realistic and critical because he 
does abandon the “doctrine”. Foucault once called his thoughts as “historical entity 
of our own”, which undoubtedly provides us with a unique perspective to interpret 
his thoughts. This paper, around Foucault’s “historical entity of our own” thoughts, 
aims to not only analyze and interpret his thoughts, but also to reflect and evaluate 
his thoughts.  
The first chapter is to analyze the reasons about Foucault’s “historical entity of 
our own” thoughts. On the one hand, Foucault’s childhood experiences make him 
have to think of the relationship between historical experience and individual. On the 
other hand, under the influence of Jean Hyppolite and others, he was deeply 
interested in history and philosophy. And Nietzsche has a great influence on Foucault. 
Nietzsche’s thoughts that philosophy is first about personal survival and the need to 
study the history of the subject from historical perspective influenced Foucault 
deeply. Foucault’s analysis of “historical entity of our own” thoughts is to continue 
the road of Nietzsche. 
The second chapter analyzes Foucault’s specific critique of the traditional view 
of history and the intrinsic reasons. Foucault’s specific critique of the traditional 
view of history is divided into three aspects specifically: He opposes the origin of 
history and thinks the beginning of the history is humble; He is against the continuity 
of history and thinks history is full of folds and faults; He opposes the overall view 
of history and holds the view that history is scattered. The reason why Foucault is 
opposed to the traditional view of history lies in the fact that he believes the 
traditional view of history is interconnected with the subjective philosophy. He 
















The third chapter mainly explains Foucault’s analysis of the history of both 
knowledge entity and power corpus. And the profundity of his thought is that he 
targets the people-centered ideas of anthropology. Foucault’s research of archaeology 
of knowledge and power genealogy is the questioning and reflection of the spirit of 
Enlightenment which declares rationality and freedom and is the rejection of 
people-centered ideas of anthropology. 
The fourth chapter mainly analyzes Foucault’s focus on historical dimension of 
“now”, which is also the reason why his view of “aesthetics of existence” has 
realistic and significant characteristics. Based on the historical pedigree of ethical 
subject, he holds the view that philosophy is a kind of wisdom to cultivate one’s 
morality, and has the characteristic of changing the spirit of subject, which is deeply 
embodied in the relationship between “know yourself ” and “care of the self”.  
Meanwhile, Foucault’s thought about modern society is similar to that of 
Nietzsche and Heidegger. The similarity is that all are thinking about the question of 
“Human position in the world”. 
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鉴和吸收了一些英文原著以及研究福柯的著作：《The archaeology of 
Knowledge and the Discourse on Language》（《知识考古学》）、《The Order of 
Things》（《词与物》）、《The Use of Pleasure》（《快感的享用》）、《Discipline 
and Punish: the Birth of the Prison》（《规训与惩罚：监狱的诞生》）、《Ethics: 
Subjectivity and Truth》（《主体与真理》）、《Power/Knowledge》（《权力与知
识》）、《The Foucault Reader》（《福柯读本》）、《Foucault: Historian or 
Philosopher?》（《福柯：历史学家还是哲学家？》） 
三、本文的研究思路 
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